Infosheet

Enabling a Digital Work Life
TRAVEL IS BEING
REDUCED GLOBALLY

48%

of companies are
requiring virtual
meetings vs. in person.

66% in China.1

Solutions enhancing experiences
for remote workers
The current worldwide COVID-19 crisis is accelerating the transformation of how
people work, live and learn. Companies and people around the globe are being forced
to stay home and travel less, and it’s a catalyst for leveraging technology to stay
connected. HP has multiple solutions supporting the evolution of workplace and
workstyle, maximizing productivity from any workspace.

HP CONNECTION OPTIMIZER
Faster, more reliable Wi-Fi®

HP employees are
working from home
because of coronavirus.
Microsoft, Google, and
Twitter have also told
employees to work
from home.2

IT RAMPING UP
SUPPORT

45%

of ITDMs are augmenting
employees’ ability to work
remotely, 42% increasing
remote support.1

HP Connection Optimizer helps auto-repair wireless drivers
and connect you to the fastest Wi-Fi access points.

Wi-Fi 6
3x faster transfer speeds than Wi-Fi 5.3

Up to 5G LTE5
Stay connected anywhere, even without a WiFi hot spot.

SPEAK CLEARLY AND CANCEL AMBIENT NOISE
An innovative third microphone is placed on the back
of HP EliteBooks to quiet background noise or amplify
voices when you use your device for conferencing in
small group settings.
The other two microphones on your HP EliteBook face
you, to capture your voice clearly.

USE YOUR DEVICE FOR VIDEO CONFERENCING
The HD webcam on your HP EliteBook offers an 88° field
of view and enables 720p high-definition video to make
your virtual meetings feel like F2F encounters
HP EliteBooks offer webcam privacy solutions so you
can be sure your camera is off when you don’t want to
be seen.

WE HEAR YOU
LOUD & CLEAR

SUPPRESS
AMBIENT NOISE
By up to

HP Audio Boost
Balances loudness and
clarity and enhances bass for
improved speech quality.

20%

Discrete AMP
Get the maximum possible
volume from small speakers.

with HP noise
cancellation software.

HP solutions to maximize remote workers’ productivity
Power-user

Mainstream

Mobile

HP E24m G4

HP E14 Portable Monitor

HP USB-C Dock G5

HP USB-C Mini Dock

HP 235 Wireless Mouse

HP 635 Wireless Mouse

Displays
HP Z40c G3 Curved

Docking
HP Thunderbolt Dock G2

Keyboard
& Mouse

HP 975 Wireless Keyboard

Remote or onsite collaboration and productivity solutions
Remote

Team

Webcam privacy
solutions, conferencing
keys and multiple
microphones on select
EliteBooks

Pop-up webcam
on select
HP EliteDisplays

HP Elite Slice G2
Simplify meetings with stress-free setup, an intuitive interface,
and your choice of preinstalled conferencing software.4

1. Based on an HP survey of 1,600 ITDMs in the US, UK, Germany, Italy, China, India and Japan. Surveyed March 1-6, 2020.
2. https://www.inc.com/jason-aten/microsoft-google-twitter-are-telling-employees-to-work-from-home-because-of-coronavirus-should-you.html
3. Based on Wi-Fi 5 80MHz and Wi-Fi 6 160MHz minimum requirements when transferring files between two devices connected to the same router. Requires a wireless router, sold separately, that supports 802.11ax (Wi-Fi
6). Only available in countries where 802.11ax is supported.
4. Internet connection required and sold separately.
5. 5G module is optional and must be configured at the factory. Module designed for 5G networks up to 3.8 Gbps download speeds as carriers deploy Evolved-Universal Terrestrial Radio Access New Radio Dual Connectivity
(ENDC) with both 100Mhz of 5G NR and LTE channel bandwidth, using 256QAM 4x4, requires activation and separately purchased service contract. Check with service provider for coverage and availability in your area.
Connection, upload and download speeds will vary due to network, location, environment, network conditions, and other factors. 5G LTE not available on all products, in all regions. Backwards compatible to 4G LTE and 3G
HSPA technologies. 5G LTE module planned to be available in US, Germany, Italy, Spain, UK and France at launch, where carrier supported.
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